#1

Gonks are powerful guardians protecting nature, farms
and families from potential catastrophes and misfortune.

#2

Gonks like to be rewarded with porridge and butter.

#3

If Gonks are not properly thanked, or faced with rudeness, they
can turn into cruel little monsters playing tricks.

#4

Despite being small, Gonks have immense strength…
they are 7 times stronger than your average human.

#5

Gonks live in the depths of the forest.

#6

Gonks carry sacks full of presents and unlike Father Christmas
they don’t go down the chimney, they walk through the front door.

#7

Gonks live for up to 400 years.

#8

Gonks are also known to be the helpers of Santa Claus.

#9

Gonks can run at speeds of 35 miles per hour and have better
sight than a hawk.

#10

Gonks are vegetarian and love carrot sticks.

#11

Gonks can leave sweets or rotting potatoes when they visit in
the evenings – depending on how that child has behaved on the
preceding day.

#12

Gonks love to sing lyrics backwards to confuse humans.

#13

Gonk’s plaits can sometimes be used as magical wand cores.

#14

If exposed to sunlight, Gonks turn to stone. They could also
transform themselves into logs or stubs.

#15

Gonks are sent on a special mission from the North Pole and
instructed by Santa Claus to keep an eye on children’s behaviour
in the lead up to Christmas.

#16

Salt may also be an efficient means to get rid of a
Gonk invasion.

#17

Though Gonks are skilled climbers, jumping is their favourite
thing. They can stress and stretch their legs like a spring on
a mattress.

#18

The 3.65 million World Gonk Association members meet once a
year on Boxing Day.

#19

Gonks protect the animals and the trees of the forests in the
winter. Sometimes they walk backwards to confuse hunters and
lumberjacks in the snow.

#20

If you don’t know who left spilled milk on the table, climbed up
the Christmas tree, scattered underwear around the house… you
can be almost certain it was a Gonk having fun.

